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Abstract

�-causal ordering is a communication abstraction designed for distributed applications whose

messages (i) have to be delivered according to causal ordering and (ii) have a limited lifetime after

which their data can no longer be used by the application. Example of such applications are:

multimedia real-time collaborative applications and groupware real-time applications. For such

applications, the broadcasting of information is of primary importance. In this paper, we propose

a simple and e�cient �-causal ordering protocol in the context of broadcast communication. By

taking into account transitive dependencies on message sends, this algorithm gets a signi�cant

reduction in the control information piggybacked on application messages, compared to previous

algorithms.

Keywords: distributed computing, causal ordering, multimedia, real-time communication.

1 Introduction

The notion of �-causal ordering was introduced in [Yav92], and later re�ned and formalized in

[BMR95]. This communication mode has been de�ned in order to reduce the asynchrony of com-

munication channels in distributed systems with the following characteristics: (i) messages can be

lost and (ii) messages have a lifetime, �, after which their data can no longer be used. In other

words, messages whose transmission delays are greater than � are considered to be lost. �-causal

order strives to deliver as many messages as possible before their deadlines in such a way that

these deliveries respect causal order. Causal ordering means that if two message sends are causally

related [Lam78] and have the same destination, then the corresponding messages are delivered in

their sending order. Indeed, when we consider a reliable distributed system and messages whose
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contents have no delivery constraints, �-causal ordering boils down to the original de�nition of

causal ordering given by Birman and Joseph in [BJ87].

In the context of broadcast communication, the �-causal ordering abstraction matches the

requirements of an important class of multimedia applications, namely, distributed multimedia real-

time applications, where participants are required to exchange real-time audio and video information

over a communication network. This ow of information must preserve the causal dependency even

though part of the information can be lost or can be discarded when it violates the timing constraints

imposed by a real-time interaction.

Several protocols implementing pure causal ordering [BJ87, RST91] and �-causal ordering

[BMR95, AS95] appeared in the literature; however, they su�er from the typical pitfall of the

timestamping (logical or physical) technique: to ensure causal order, in the context of broadcasting,

messages have to carry a vector of integers whose dimension is given by the number of processes

[Mat89].

In this paper we introduce a new and e�cient �-causal ordering protocol, reducing the amount

of information carried by messages. Only in the worst case, this information has the same size as

previous algorithms. This reduction is obtained by taking into account transitive dependencies on

the message sends.

The paper is structured into two main sections. Section 2 points out the problem of messages

deliveries in multimedia real-time applications, presents the model of asynchronous distributed

executions, and recalls the formal de�nition of �-causal order. Section 3 presents the �-causal

ordering protocol with its proof of correctness.

2 �-Causal Ordering

2.1 Distributed System

A distributed program is a �nite set P of n sequential processes fP1; P2; : : : ; Png that communicate

and synchronize only by exchanging messages. The underlying system, on which distributed pro-

grams execute, is composed of n processors (for simplicity, we assume one process per processor)

that can exchange messages. When a message arrives on a channel, it can be delivered as soon

as the delivery condition becomes true; in an asynchronous system with no special constraints on
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deliveries� this condition is always true. We assume that each pair of processes is connected by an

asynchronous and unreliable logical channel (messages can be lost and transmission delays of non

lost messages are unpredictable). Processors do not have a shared memory, there is no bound on

their relative speeds, and there are no hidden channels.

2.2 Distributed Executions

At the application level, execution of a process produces a sequence of events which can be clas-

si�ed as: send events, delivery events, and internal events. An internal event may change only

local variables; send or delivery events involve communication. The causal ordering of events in a

distributed execution is based on Lamport's happened-before relation [Lam78] denoted by !. If a

and b are two events then a!b i� one of these conditions is true:

(i) a and b occur at the same process and a precedes b;

(ii) a = send(m) is the send event of a message m and b = delivery(m) is the delivery event of

the same message;

(iii) there exists an event c such that a!c and c!b.

Such a relation allows us to represent a distributed executions as a partial order of events, called

bE = (E;!) where E is the set of all events. Hereafter, we call M
bE
the set of all messages exchanged

in bE and we do not consider internal events since they do not a�ect the causal ordering of events.

2.3 The Lifetime of a Message

The lifetime, �, of a message is the physical time duration, after its sending time, during which

its content is meaningful and consequently can be used by its destination process(es). A message

that arrives at its destination after its lifetime is useless and must be discarded; as far as the

destination process is concerned, the message is lost. A message that arrives at its destination

within its lifetime must be delivered at the target process within the expiration of its lifetime.

For simplicity, we assume an identical lifetime for all the messages (in case of distinct types of

messages with di�erent lifetimes, we can assume the minimum among them as the lifetime to be

respected by all the messages). As indicated in the introduction, for a message m the instant

�Examples of special constraints in deliveries are �fo order, Causal Order and �-causal order.
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\sending time of m + �" is the deadline after which this message is useless for the destination

process.

In multimedia systems, the lifetime of a message is the maximum delay, after its sending, that

can be tolerated before delivering it without degrading the quality of the service. This delay is

dependent on the type of multimedia applications. For example, in teleconferencing, the maximum

lifetime for audio and video messages is 250 msec.[JSS94] (an acceptable one is 100 msec. [RB93]),

videophones systems may tolerate a lifetime of 350 msec., non-interactive video systems have a

lifetime of 1 sec. and catalog browsing services have a lifetime of 2 sec. [RB93, Fer90].

2.4 Global Clock

In order to enforce the real-time delivery constraints, processes are endowed with a global clock

value whose drift with respect to physical time is bounded, and whose granularity and precision

[KO87, Ver94] are such that all the causally dependent events are produced at di�erent times.

Many clock synchronization protocols have been described in the literature. Some currently used

protocols provide a global clock synchronization that bounds the clock drift value, �, within 5� 10

milliseconds [GZ89]. Without loss of generality, we assume that � is incorporated in the lifetime

� of the message. The relation between the value � and the granularity and precision of a global

clock is thoroughly discussed in [BMR95].

2.5 De�nition

The notion of �-causal ordering was introduced in [Yav92]; and was later formalized in [BMR95].

This notion is very general as it assumes an unreliable communication system where messages

contain real-time data. That is, messages can be discarded if they arrive at their destinations when

their data are obsolete (after the expiration of their deadlines).

De�nition [�-Causal Ordering]: A distributed computation bE respects �-causal ordering if:

i. all messages in M( bE) that arrive within � are delivered within �, all the others are

never delivered (they are lost or discarded);

ii. all delivery events respect causal ordering, i.e.,

for any two messages m1 and m2 2M
bE
that arrive within � we have:

if send(m1)! send(m2) and m1, m2 have the same destination process,
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Figure 1: Deliveries of broadcast communications respecting �-causal ordering

then deliver(m1)! deliver(m2).

Note that �-causal ordering meets the original causal ordering de�nition [BJ87] when channels

are reliable (all the messages will be eventually delivered) and � is greater than any message

transmission delay over the distributed system (in this case the content of messages has actually

no real-time characteristics). In the context of broadcast communications, an example of deliveries

respecting �-causal ordering is shown in Figure 1.

2.6 A Class of Multimedia Real-Time Applications

Multimedia real-time collaborative applications or groupware real-time applications such as tele-

conferencing, shared window systems, group word-processors, videophones systems, require par-

ticipants to exchange real-time audio and video information over a communication network. For

example in a teleconferencing the audio and video signal of each participant should be received

by all the others. To preserve the real-time interaction of such applications, the audio and video

information have a maximum transmission delay. Information arriving at the destination site with

greater delays must be discarded since their use may seriously degrade the quality of the real-time

interaction [Wak93, Fer90, HB94].

Consider as an example an analog video signal. The video is sampled at the source site and

such samples produce a continuous ow of information over the communication network. In order

to reconstruct a high quality analog signal at the destination site, as many samples as possible must
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be delivered within the maximum transmission delay, and samples arriving within the maximum

transmission delay should be delivered in the order they were sent. Deliveries of samples out of

order, or with higher delay than the maximum could greatly deteriorate the quality of the analog

signal at the destination site (for example, the audio signal is very sensitive to out of order delivery

of samples) [HB94, Yav92].

Such signals may however tolerate a loss of information as long as these losses do not cause a

major degradation of analog signals (making them unintelligible) at the destination site [Wak93,

HB94, Fer90]. Another important property is that video and audio signals do not impose uniformity

upon the reception of samples, i.e., a sample can be received by only a subset of all the participants.

Such a property results in a di�erent quality of the audio and video signal for each participant.

Such a situation does not deteriorate the conference interaction as long as participants receive an

intelligible signal.

The notion of �{causal ordering is well suited for such a class of applications.

3 An E�cient �-Causal Broadcasting Protocol

An implementation of �-causal ordering consists of implementing a protocol over the original

underlying system, such that events of distributed computations can be �-causally ordered at the

application level. At the underlying system level, three types of events are associated with each

message: send, arrival, and delivery (only send and delivery events are visible to processes). Due

to delivery constraints imposed by �-causal ordering, when a message arrives either it is discarded

(if it has missed its deadline) or it can be delayed until its delivery condition becomes true (if the

message arrives within its deadline but some, not yet received, messages causally precede it and

their deadlines have not yet expired).

The core of the protocol then consists in de�ning the delivery condition DC(m) associated with

each broadcast message m in such a way that m is delivered as soon as possible, i.e., when all

broadcast messages that causally precede m have either been delivered (for example, the delivery

of message m4 in process Pi depicted in Figure 1) or have been lost or they are still in transit when

their deadlines expire (for example, the delivery of message m2 in process Pk depicted in Figure

1). Next, some notions and variables are introduced.
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Figure 3: Message causality graph of the computation of Figure 2

3.1 Message Causality Graph

The message causality graph of a distributed computation bE = (E;!) is a directed acyclic graph

whose vertices are all messages belonging toM
bE
, such that there is a direct edge fromm1 tom2 (de-

notedm1 ; m2) if (i) send(m1)! send(m2) and (ii) 6 9m : send(m1)! send(m) and send(m)!

send(m2). In the following we say that m1 is an immediate predecessor of m2. It is to be noted

that a message m can have at most n � 1 immediate predecessors, one from each process. The

causality graph associated with the computation of Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3.

Let
+
; denote the transitive closure of ;. Two messages m1 and m2 are said to be concurrent

if neither of them is a predecessor of the other in the message causality graph, i.e., :(m1

+
; m2)

and :(m2

+
; m1). The sendings of concurrent messages constitute independent events.
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3.2 Data Structures

Processes have access to a variable current time of type time (whose domain is the set of non-

negative integers) that is continuously updated by an underlying physical clock synchronization

protocol. This variable represents the global physical time as perceived by processes; current time

is used to timestamp messages.

Moreover, each process Pi manages (i) a local variable sent timei in which it stores the time of

its last broadcasting and (ii) an array DELi : array[1::n] of time whose meaning is as follows:

DELi[j] = d, the last message broadcast from Pj and delivered to Pi was sent at the global time d:

Each entry of this array is initialized to a value lower than the initial value of the variable

current time.

3.3 Delivery Condition

In order to express the delivery condition DC(m) each message m has to carry some control

information that will delay its delivery until all messages that precede it in the message causality

graph have either been delivered or have missed their deadlines. In what follows, �rst we address the

problem to ensure correct causal ordering for message delivery by exploiting the message causality

graph, and then we solve the problems due to the lifetime of messages.

Tracking direct dependencies to ensure causal order

Figure 3 shows that the delivery of m4 cannot occur before the delivery of m0, m1, m2, and m3.

But, due to transitive dependencies, the delivery of m4 can depend only on its direct predecessors

m2 and m3 as these two messages can only be delivered after m1 which, in turn, can be delivered

only after the deliver of mo. This simple observation allows us to reduce the control information

piggybacked on messages as shown in the next paragraph.

Each messagem has a content (whose value is irrelevant for our discussion) and is uniquely iden-

ti�ed by a pair (sender identity; sending time); this pair is called the timestamp oh the message.

Two control data are associated with and piggybacked by each message: its timestamp and the set

of timestamps of its immediate predecessors in the message causality graph. For a message m this

set of timestamps is called the causal barrier (CBm) of m [PRS95]. As indicated in Section 3.1,

this set has at most n � 1 elements. The fewer the number of immediate concurrent predecessors

m, the smaller the number of timestamps in CBm.
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So, for a destination process Pi, if we consider only causal deliveries, the delivery constraint

DC(m) associated with m is:

8(k; d) 2 CBm : (d � DELi[k])

which expresses all immediate predecessors of m in the message causality graph have been delivered

to process Pi.

Taking lifetime into account

A message m is discarded if it misses its deadline, i.e., if:

(send timem + � < current time)

By de�nition, all messages arriving at their destination(s) within their deadlines must be de-

livered. So a message m is delivered as soon as every message contained in its causal barrier CBm

either has been delivered (part C1 of DC(m)), or missed its deadline (part C2 of DC(m)).

Hence, the delivery constraint DC(m) associated with m is:

8(k; d) 2 CBm :

d � DELi[k] (C1)

or

d+� < current time (C2)

The notion of causal barrier causes the addition of a new data structure managed by each

process Pi: a set CBi of message timestamps. This set is initially empty and its size varies between

zero and n � 1.

3.4 The Algorithm

The �-causal ordering protocol is described in Figure 4. When broadcasting a message m, process

Pi sends m with the current value of the causal barrier CBi and the time of the sending of m (line

S2). Moreover, if Pi sends another message m0, the delivery of m0 will only be constrained by the

delivery of m, to the current knowledge of Pi. So Pi resets CBi to the timestamp of m (line S3)y.

Upon its arrival, a message m will be immediately discarded if it misses its deadline (lines R1

and R2). If m is not discarded, its delivery is determined by the delivery condition. Message m

yIf, before sending such a message m0, Pi is delivered messages, CBi will be updated accordingly; see line R8 and

its explanation in the next paragraph.
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procedure SEND(m; i): % m is the message, Pi is the sender %

begin % this procedure is executed atomically %

send timei := current time; (S1)

for each Px 2 fP1; P2; : : : ; Png do send (m; send timei; CBi) to Px od (S2)

CBi := (i; send timei); (S3)

end.

when (m; send timem; CBm) arrives at Pi from Pj:

% send timem and CBm are the control data associated with m%

begin

if send timem + � < current time (R1)

then discard(m); (R2)

else (R3)

wait (8(k; d) 2 CBm : (R4)

(d � DELi[k]) (R5)

_ (d < current time ��)); (R6)

DELi[j] := send timem; (R7)

CBi := CBi � CBm [ f(j; send timem)g; (R8)

deliver(m) (R9)

� (R10)

end.

Figure 4: the �-causal broadcasting protocol
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is delivered as soon as the predicate DC(m) is true (R4{R6). When a broadcast message m, sent

by Pj , is delivered to Pi, the state variables DELi (lines R7) and CBi (lines R8) are updated

according to their de�nitions. In particular, the �rst part of line R8 (namely, CBi := CBi�CBm)

removes from the causal barrier CBi, all immediate predecessors of message m (they are contained

in CBm), since as m is delivered, all immediate predecessors of m either were delivered or missed

their deadlines. Then, the second part of line R8 (namely, CBi := CBi [ f(j; send timem)g) adds

m's timestamp to CBi in order to constraint the delivery of messages that will be immediate

successors of m, in the message causality graph, to occur after the delivery of m.

Note that if we assume reliable channels and � greater than any message transmission delay

over the network, we no longer have real-time delivery constraints and then by suppressing lines

(R1{R3, R6 and R10) and by replacing physical time with a logical one (line S1: send timei :=

send timei + 1), we get a protocol for asynchronous causal broadcasting that compares favorably

with previous pure causal ordering protocols [BJ87, RST91], and corresponds to asynchronous

causal broadcasting proposed in [PRS95].

3.5 Correctness Proof

We prove that the correctness of the proposed �-causal ordering protocol in two steps. First,

we show that all broadcast messages received within their deadlines will be delivered within their

deadlines and the others discarded (liveness property). Second, we prove that all delivery events

are causally ordered (safety property).

3.5.1 Liveness Property

Before proving the liveness property, let us note that because of the de�nition of the causal barrier

sets CB, and the continuous progress of the variable current time, the following relation holds for

each message m:

8 (k; d) 2 CBm :: send timem > d (P)

Theorem 1 (Liveness) (i) All messages arriving within their deadlines will be delivered within

their deadlines and (ii) all messages arriving after the expiration of their deadlines will be discarded.

Proof Point (ii) follows from the test (line R1) of the protocol of Figure 4. Point (i) is proved

by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a message m that arrived within its deadline and has
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Figure 5: Update of CBi

not been delivered within its deadline. Hence, on its deadline, from the delivery condition DC(m)

(lines R4{R6), the following condition NDC follows:

9(k; d) 2 CBm : (d > DELi[k]) ^ (d � current time��) (NDC)

On the deadline of message m we have: current time = send timem + �. So the second term of

NDC becomes: 9(k; d) 2 CBm : (d � send timem). This contradicts property P.

It follows that at the deadline of an arrived message m, NDC is false contradicting our initial

assumption. Therefore, for any message m, arrived before its deadline, the delivery condition

DC(m) will be veri�ed before its deadline expires. �

3.5.2 Safety Property

Lemma 1

Let m0, timestamped (k0; d0), and mx be two messages such that m0 is an immediate predecessor of

mx in the message causality graph m0 ; mx (i.e., send(m0)! send(mx) and 6 9m : send(m0)!

send(m) and send(m)! send(mx)). Then (k0; d0) 2 CBmx
.

Proof Let Pi be the sender of mx. As by hypothesis m0 is an immediate predecessor of mx

(m0 ; mx), only the two following cases have to be consideredz (Figure 5): before it sent mx,

either Pi has sent m0 (case S), or Pi has been delivered m0 (case D). In both cases Pi updates CBi

(at line S3 in case S, and at line R8 in case D), which now includes (k0; d0). We show that, as m0

is an immediate predecessor of mx in the message causality graph, Pi does not suppress (k0; d0)

from CBi until mx is sent (and consequently (k0; d0) will belong to CBmx
).

zThe case where :(send(m0)! send(mx)) is irrelevant for the Lemma.
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First, between the sending (case S) or the delivery (case D), ofm0 and the sending ofmx, Pi does

not send any message (otherwise, m0 would not be an immediate predecessor of mx, contradicting

our hypothesis).

Suppose between the sending (case S) or the delivery (case D), of m0 and the sending of mx,

Pi is delivered a message m0. Three cases have to be considered.

case i). If m0 and m0 are concurrent in the message causality graph, then (k0; d0) 62 CBm0 . It

follows that when m0 is delivered at Pi, (k0; d0) cannot be suppressed from CBi at line R8.

case ii). m0 and m0 are not concurrent and m0

+
; m0 (i.e., m0 is a predecessor of m0 in the message

causality graph). As m0 is delivered to Pi before mx is sent, it follows that m0

+
; m0

; mx and

so, m0 is not an immediate predecessor of mx in the message causality graph, contradicting our

hypothesis.

case iii). m0 and m0 are not concurrent and m0 +
; m0 (i.e., m0 is a predecessor ofm0 in the message

causality graph). Then, (k0; d0) cannot belong to CBm0 and consequently cannot be suppressed

from CBi at line R8 when m0 is delivered to Pi. �

Theorem 2 (Safety) Delivery events respect causal order.

Proof Let us consider two messages m0 and mx such that (1) send(m0) ! send(mx) (i.e., m0

is a predecessor of mx in the message causality graph: m0

+
; mx) and (2) both are delivered to a

process Pi. We show that they are delivered to Pi according to causal ordering, i.e., m0 is delivered

to Pi before mx. The proof is by induction on the lenght l of the path from m0 to mx in the

message causality graph.

Base case: l=1.

In this case, m0 is an immediate predecessor of mx in the message causality graph. From Lemma

1, we have (k0; d0) 2 CBmx
. It follows that lines R4 and R5 will delay the delivery of mx until

after the delivery of m0.

Induction case: l � 2.

Let m0 ; m1 ; m2 : : :; mx�1 ; mx be the path from m0 to mx in the message causality graph.

By induction hypothesis, all messages of the set fm0; m1; : : : ; mx�1g that are delivered to Pi are

delivered according to causal ordering. Two cases have to be considered depending on whether
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mx�1 has been delivered or discarded by Pi (mx�1 is timestamped (kx�1; dx�1)).

case i: mx�1 is delivered to Pi. Then, as mx�1 immediately precedes mx in the message causality

graph, the Base case applies to these messages: mx�1 is delivered before mx and by transitivity

(induction hypothesis) m0 is delivered before mx at Pi.

case ii: mx�1 is discarded by Pi. In that case, due to (kx�1; dx�1) 2 CBmx
(Lemma 1) and lines

R4 and R6, it follows that mx was delivered after the deadline associated with mx�1 had expired.

Let us assume that this delivery deadline of mx�1 corresponds to time t. Each message mk in the

path m0

+
; mx, such that 1 � k � (x� 1), has its deadline at or before time t. Hence, if mk has

not been discarded by, or delivered to Pi by time t, it will necessarily be discarded by Pi on its

arrival at the process. This is because its deadline expired before t. From our hypothesis, m0 is

not discarded; it is delivered before t. Consequently, mx is delivered at Pi after m0. �

4 Conclusion

In the context of broadcast communication, the �-causal ordering abstraction matches the require-

ments of an important class of multimedia applications, namely, distributed multimedia real-time

applications, where real-time communications of each participant should be received by all the

others. This ow of information must preserve the causal dependency even though part of the

information can be lost or can be discarded if it violates the real-time constraints.

Protocols implementing pure causal ordering [BJ87, RST91] and �-causal ordering [BMR95,

AS95] su�er from the typical pitfall of the timestamping (logical or physical) technique: to ensure

�- or pure causal ordering, in the context of broadcasting, messages have to piggyback a vector of

n integers where n is the number of processes [Mat89].

In this paper, we introduced a new and e�cient �-causal ordering protocol reducing the quantity

of information piggybacked on messages. Only in the worst case, this information has the same size

as previous algorithms. This reduction is obtained by exploiting the transitive dependencies of the

message causality graph of a distributed computation. We used the causal barrier for a message

m that corresponds to the set of the immediate predecessors of m in the message causality graph.

Each message m carries its causal barrier CBm, and the message is delivered to the destination

process as soon as each message belonging to its causal barrier has either been delivered or has

missed its deadline. The cardinality of a CB set is between zero an n� 1.
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